FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

LEAD Technologies Announces Interactive Training Seminars to be held in Europe in May 2008

Charlotte, NC (May 5, 2008) - - LEAD Technologies, Inc., the leading provider of imaging developer toolkits is announcing the dates of a series of European Interactive Training Seminars to be held in May 2008.

LEAD Technologies, Inc and their international partners will facilitate free interactive training seminars in London, Netherlands, Germany, Madrid and Barcelona in the month of May. These seminars will concentrate on the current LEADTOOLS Version 15 product line and preview the upcoming product line of Version 16. Seminar topics include Document Imaging, WPF, Medical Imaging, Multimedia and more. There will also be technical demonstrations and discussions covering the LEADTOOLS Medical, Document and Multimedia engines.

“This is an excellent opportunity for our international customers to see live demonstrations of the LEADTOOLS product line and to gain insight on how industry leaders are using LEADTOOLS”, said Greg Kieslich, Technical Sales Account Manager for LEAD Technologies, Inc. Attendees will have the opportunity to meet one-one with LEAD’s technical representative to discuss individual questions and specific requirements.

The dates of the seminars are as followed:

May 14, 2008 - London, England
May 15, 2008 - Utrecht, Netherlands
May 19, 2008 - Frankfurt, Germany
May 21, 2008 - Madrid, Spain
May 23, 2008 - Barcelona, Spain

About LEAD Technologies
Since 1990, LEAD Technologies, Inc. has been a global leader in the imaging developer toolkit market, providing programmers with feature-rich tools to “image-enable” their software applications. LEAD Technologies pioneered the fastest software-only image compression and continues to lead the field in advancing new imaging technologies and offering those technologies to programmers worldwide.